
Chapter 10 

 
Line of symmetry – divides a shape into two equal parts 

 

point - an exact location on a plane. 
 
line -  a straight path of points that goes on forever in both directions. It has arrows on each  
           end.   
 
line segment - a part of a line that has two endpoints.    
 

plane -  an endless flat surface 
 

ray -  a part of a line that has one endpoint and goes on forever (indicated by an arrow)  in the  
          other direction.  
 

parallel lines – two lines that never cross 
 
perpendicular lines - intersect and form right angles  
 

intersecting lines - cross at any point on the line (do not have to form right angles) 
 
Symbols and names for  
      parallel lines     

   iedierrplueid eprep       

  epre pe eerl      

inprl       

dir      

     ir ee      

 
 
angle - formed by two rays that have a common endpoint   
 

vertex -  the common end point in an angle  
 

acute angle - an angle that measures less than 90 degrees 
 

right angle -  an angle that measures exactly 90 degrees 
 

obtuse angle - an angle that measures more than 90 degrees   
 

straight angle - an angle that measures 180 degrees 
 

degrees -   how angles are measured  



 
Polygons - a close figure made up of line segments. It has three or more sides. 
   triangle  -  3 sides                 quadrilateral -   4 sides              pentagon - 5 sides 
   hexagon - 6 sides                heptagon -  7 sides                      octagon -  8 sides 
   nonagon -   9 sides              decagon - 10 sides 
 

Regular polygons - the sides have equal length and the angles are equal. They are congruent. 
   
Congruent -  having the same shape and size 

Triangles 
 

  Classified by their sides : 
 
equilateral triangle -  all sides are the same length 

isosceles triangle -  two sides are the same length 

scalene triangle - no sides have the same length 

 

Classified by their angle: 

 

right  triangle  -  has one right angle 

acute triangle  -  all the angles are less than 90 degrees (acute) 

obtuse triangle  one angle is more than 90 degrees (obtuse) 

 

Quadrilaterals 
 
parallelogram -  both pairs of sides are parallel 

 
trapezoid -  has only one pair of parallel sides. 

 
rhombus -  a parallelogram with all sides the same length 

 
rectangle - a parallelogram with 4 right angles 

 
square -  a rectangle with all sides the same length 

 

 

Symbols   
   parallel lines     

   iedierrplueid eprep    

inprl    

 


